Contour plots from a CoMSIA analysis of thrombin inhibitors. (Left) Regions of favorable steric interactions are shown in green; sterically unfavorable regions are shown in yellow. (Right) Blue contours indicate regions where hydrophobic interactions enhance binding; red contours show regions where hydrophobic properties decrease affinity. These contours were used to design a novel inhibitor, displayed in blue, predicted to have ~100x greater affinity. The piperidine ring of the original inhibitor was enlarged to a decaline system in order to occupy regions that favor both steric bulk and hydrophobic groups. The methyl ester was changed to a methyl group to reduce unfavorable steric interactions while still occupying a region favorable for hydrophobic interactions.

Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) relate a molecule's chemical properties or biological activity to its structure in order to design products with increased effectiveness.

QSAR with CoMFA® provides tools to build statistical and graphical models of activity from molecular structure, and uses these models to make accurate predictions for the activity of untested compounds.

QSAR with CoMFA organizes structures and their associated data into Molecular Spreadsheets, calculates molecular descriptors, and performs sophisticated statistical analyses that reveal patterns in structure-activity data.

QSAR with CoMFA is fully integrated with SYBYL® to enable visualization and analysis of structure-activity relationships.

Applications
- Develop quantitative structure-activity relationships
- Predict the properties and activities of untested molecules
- Compare different QSAR models statistically and visually
- Optimize the properties of a lead compound
- Validate models of receptor binding sites
- Generate hypotheses about the characteristics of a receptor binding site
- Prioritize compounds for synthesis or screening
- Determine key structural requirements for high affinity receptor ligands
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Create & Visualize Structure-Activity Relationships That Accurately Predict Ligand Affinity

QSAR WITH CoMFA

Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) relate a molecule's chemical properties or biological activity to its structure in order to design products with increased effectiveness.

QSAR with CoMFA® provides tools to build statistical and graphical models of activity from molecular structure, and uses these models to make accurate predictions for the activity of untested compounds.

QSAR with CoMFA organizes structures and their associated data into Molecular Spreadsheets, calculates molecular descriptors, and performs sophisticated statistical analyses that reveal patterns in structure-activity data.

QSAR with CoMFA is fully integrated with SYBYL® to enable visualization and analysis of structure-activity relationships.
A CoMSIA analysis of thrombin inhibitors. (Above) A MOLCAD solvent-accessible surface of the thrombin binding site. On the left, an inhibitor is positioned in the site based on X-ray coordinates. On the right, CoMSIA contours show regions predicted to prefer steric bulk (green) and other regions (yellow) where steric interactions are unfavorable. The sterically favorable contour lies within the pocket, while the sterically unfavorable contours intersect the surface, confirming the CoMSIA analysis.

(Far Left) A scatter plot showing the predicted versus actual binding affinity for a training set of 72 thrombin inhibitors. The residual for each compound is plotted in the third dimension. (Left) Hierarchical clustering of the thrombin inhibitors in the training set based on CoMSIA descriptors. Clusters can be selected interactively from the dendrogram, and compounds in each cluster can be viewed.

Statistical tools in QSAR with CoMFA include Principal Component Analysis (PCA or Factor Analysis) for uncovering relationships between descriptors, Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression for analyzing continuous response data ($IC_{50}$, etc.), and Soft Independent Modeling of Class Analogy (SIMCA) for analyzing data that is categorical rather than continuous (i.e., active versus inactive). A hierarchical clustering tool groups compounds into classes having similar properties.

Bootstrapping and crossvalidation techniques are provided to test a model's predictive power, diagnose chance correlation, and insure model robustness. An interface to SAMPLS enables very fast crossvalidation analyses.

Data and results of statistical analyses can be displayed as scatter plots, distributions, or histograms. Graphs, structures, and spreadsheet interact with each other to facilitate exploration of the data. By selecting a row in a spreadsheet or a point in a graph, the corresponding areas in the other displays will be highlighted as well.

The results of CoMFA or CoMSIA analyses are displayed as color-coded contours around molecules, allowing visual identification of regions responsible for favorable or unfavorable interactions with the receptor.

QSAR with CoMFA stores project details, making it possible to regraph, compare analyses, and predict the properties of new compounds. All data can be easily reevaluated if the underlying molecular structures are modified.
An extensive set of physicochemical descriptors – structural, conformational, geometric, electronic, and thermodynamic – are built into QSAR with CoMFA.

Interfaces to separately licensed programs provide access to other descriptors such as logP and molar refractivity (ClogP/CMR); HOMO or LUMO values (AMPAC); and specialized 2D fingerprints (HQSAR).

Molecular structures, descriptors, and properties are organized and managed within SYBYL’s Molecular Spreadsheet. Custom descriptors can be readily imported. Using SYBYL Programming Language, descriptors unique to a project can be calculated and automatically entered into the Spreadsheet.

Three-dimensional QSAR methods such as Comparative Molecular Field Analysis (CoMFA) require a set of aligned molecules. QSAR with CoMFA includes methods for automatically aligning molecules. Field Fit optimizes the alignment of molecules to a previously calculated steric or electrostatic field. Alternatively, molecules in a database can be aligned to a template molecule based on a common substructure.

Once a set of molecules is aligned, CoMFA calculates the steric and electrostatic interaction energy of a probe atom with each molecule at points on a grid surrounding the molecules. CoMFA descriptors can be used alone or in conjunction with other descriptors.

Comparative Molecular Shape Indices Analysis (CoMSIA) is similar to CoMFA, but uses a Gaussian function rather than Coulombic and Lennard-Jones potentials to assess steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, and hydrogen bond donor/acceptor fields.

If the correct conformation of a molecule is not known, multiple conformers can be stored in the Molecular Spreadsheet. This allows alternative conformers to be considered in a CoMFA or CoMSIA analysis.

Eigenvalue (EVA) descriptors are vectors based on eigenvalues corresponding to a molecule’s vibrational modes. Like CoMFA and CoMSIA, EVA incorporates 3D information. However, it is not sensitive to molecular alignment and is only slightly sensitive to molecular conformation.

Features
- Extensive set of built-in 2D & 3D descriptors and property calculators, including EVA
- Automatic calculation of CoMFA and CoMSIA molecular fields
- Calculate or import custom descriptors
- Interfaces to external programs for calculating descriptors
- Supports multiple conformers for each molecule
- Automated alignment of structures for 3D QSAR analyses
- SYBYL Molecular Spreadsheet™ for organizing and managing structures, descriptors, and properties

The Molecular Spreadsheet (above) organizes and stores structures, properties, and descriptors for QSAR analyses, in this case muscarinic antagonists. EVA profiles (right) for selected antagonists and statistics of a PLS analysis. The peak at ~3200 cm⁻¹ (marked by the vertical green line) was determined to correlate strongly with activity and is prominent in the profile of the benzofuran derivative (second from top), but is sharply attenuated in the less active 3-furanyl analog.
Validation
Tripos’ patented CoMFA has been used successfully in hundreds of published QSAR studies.
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Hardware and Software Requirements
QSAR with CoMFA requires a separate license in addition to a license for SYBYL/Base. SYBYL and QSAR with CoMFA run on Silicon Graphics R4000 and higher platforms operating under IRIX 6.5 and higher.

SYBYL, CoMFA, and LeapFrog are registered trademarks of Tripos, Inc.

Complementary Software

Descriptor Calculation
AMPAC™ (SemiChem, Inc.) for calculating structural and electronic properties of molecules using semiempirical quantum mechanical methods
ClogP/CMR (BioByte Corporation) for calculating partition coefficients and molar refractivity as molecular descriptors
HQSAR™ for calculating novel 2D fingerprints (holograms) as descriptors

Pharmacophore Elucidation and Molecular Alignment
DISCO™ for pharmacophore elucidation from sets of precomputed conformers
FlexS™ for flexible, automatic alignment of molecules
GASP™ for generating pharmacophore hypotheses from a set of ligands with complete conformational flexibility
RECEPTOR™ for refining pharmacophore geometries and molecular alignments

QSAR Tools
Advanced CoMFA® for additional molecular fields, more clustering tools, Region Focusing to increase field resolution, and Progressive Scrambling to validate models
Distill™ for clustering and aligning compounds based on their common substructures

De Novo Design
LeapFrog® for de novo ligand design or optimization of a lead compound starting from a CoMFA model
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